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Learning

Social Learning

Definition: change in an animal that is caused by a specific
experience at a certain time, t,, and that is detectable later,
t,, in the animal’s behaviour (Rescorla, 1988)

Definition: any process through which one individual
(‘‘the demonstrator’’) influences the behavior of another
individual (‘‘the observer’’) in a manner that increases the
probability that the observer learns (Hoppitt and Laland 2008)

INANIMATE Stimulus / Reinforcer:
food, smell, noise, mechanism

ANIMATE Stimulus / Reinforcer:
horse or person

Video

Video

Individual or Social
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availability of stimuli and
difficulty of task
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Learning Mechanism
similar mechanisms are responsible for individual and social learning

(Heyes 1994)

Hypothetical Examples:
(Hoppitt and Laland 2008)

'social‘ stimulus is about making the
individual learning more likely to happen
- demonstrator feeding causes horse to learn
to open the feeder at the location the
demonstrator fed
- demonstrators presence at feeder causes
horse to learn to open the feeder at the
demonstrated location
- seeing demonstrators opening the box and
feeding causes the horse to focus its
attention on relationship between food and
box
- smell of the feed at demonstrators mouth
causes learning where the feed came from
- demonstrator opening causes an increase
in the likelihood to learn displaying an action
already in its repertoire to open the feeder
- presence of another horse causes an
increase in the likelihood to learn displaying
an action already in the repertoire to open
the feeder
- horse imitates how to open a feeder with a
known technique in a novel context
- horse imitates a novel behaviour to open a
feeder
- horse learns that a feeder can be opened
with a particular technique
- horse understands option for opening a
feeder but uses own technique
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